
There are many types of bearings, each used for different purposes. These include ball bearings, roller bearings, ball thrust bearings, roller thrust bearings, tapered roller thrust bearings and linear bearings.

In a ball bearing, the load is 
transmitted from the outer race to the 
ball, and from the ball to the inner 
race. Since the ball is a sphere, it 
only contacts the inner and outer 
race at a very small point, which 
helps it spin very smoothly. But it also 
means that there is not very much 
contact area holding that load, so if 
the bearing is overloaded, the balls 
can deform or squish, ruining the 
bearing.

Roller bearings like the one illustrated 
above are used in applications like conveyer 
belt rollers, where they must hold heavy 
radial loads. In these bearings, the roller is a 
cylinder, so the contact between the inner 
and outer race is not a point but a line. This 
spreads the load out over a larger area, 
allowing the bearing to handle much greater 
loads than a ball bearing. However, this type 
of bearing is not designed to handle much 
thrust loading.

Tapered roller bearings are used in car hubs, where they 
are usually mounted in pairs facing opposite directions so 
that they can handle thrust in both directions.

Roller thrust bearings like the one illustrated 
below can support large thrust loads. They are 
often found in gear sets like car transmissions 
between gears, and between the housing and the 
rotating shafts. The helical gears used in most 
transmissions have angled teeth -- this causes a 
thrust load that must be supported by a bearing.

Ball thrust bearings like the one 
shown below are mostly used for 
low-speed applications and 
cannot handle much radial load. 
Barstools and Lazy Susan 
turntables use this type of 
bearing.

What loads or movements will the bearing need to support or allow?

D TYPE SEAL The D type seal consists of a molded Buna-N rubber lip seal 
with a steel insert. This provides maximum protection to the bearing against 
outside contamination. However, the high pressure of the lip seal itself results 
in greatly increased torque and friction losses that can cause heat build-up in 
higher speed applications. The seal material itself is rated to a maximum of 
250 °F. This type of seal is only available for larger-sized bearings (R3 and 
above)

TS TYPE SEAL The TS type seal is made from glass-reinforced Teflon. It is 
retained by an external snap wire to the bearing outer ring, but also lightly 
contacts the inner race land. This gives a high degree of protection from 
contamination, with a modest increase in torque.

ZS TYPE SHIELD The ZS shield is identical to the fixed Z type shield, except that it 
is retained by an external snap wire that locates in a groove inside the rim of the 
bearing outer race. This is only an advantage if the user needs to remove the 
shield after manufacture of the bearing.

Z TYPE SHIELD This is the most common type of shield. It is non-removable, 
being permanently staked to the bearing outer race with a small gap of 
approximately .005 inches between the inside diameter of the shield and the 
bearing inner ring. Since there is no contact with the inner ring, the torque and 
speed limitations are virtually unaffected and the performance of the bearing is 
almost identical to that of an open bearing. Standard material is 300 series 
stainless steel. Plastic fixed shields are also available on a limited basis. Most 
Dynaroll shielded bearings have metal Z type shields.
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Final Bearing

Torque Requirements

Maximum Static and 
Dynamic Loads

Bearing Life 
Expectancy

Suitable Range of Bearing Sizes 
determined

Lubrication Type

ABEC/RBEC Grade Determined
(Bearing Tolerances)

Final Bearing Size Selected.

Mounting Method- Fits
(Tolerances Needed)

Rotational Performance
(Runout, Perpendicularity, etc)

Allowable Space
(Shaft or Housing)

Material Selection of Bearing Operating Environment
(Dust, Corrosions, etc.)

Closure type Determined
(Shield or Seal)

Radial Play Determined
(Bearing Geometry Selection)

Operating Temperature, 
Lubricant Life

Assembly Characters
(Preload, Stiffness, Contact angle)

Rotational Speed
Noise?

What Kinds of Loads 
are Present?

What You Know or 
Need to Know

Selection

The life of a rolling element bearing depends to a large extent on the smoothness of the
contacting surfaces – the balls, rollers, and races. Typical surface roughness dimensions for 
production bearings are as follows:

Balls 2– 3 µin. rms
Ball races 6–10 µin. rms

Rollers 8–12 µin. rms
Roller races 10–20 µin. rms

These are in terms of micro-inches or millionths of an inch.The unit of measurement of the 
surface roughness is rms which stands for “root-mean-square height”. This value is obtained 
by drawing a diamond point instrument over the surface with a magnified readout. These 
measurements are taken at equidistant points on the profile, squaring these values, adding 
them, dividing the sum by the number of readings taken and taking the square root of this 
average.

Typical Lubricants

Life Factors

General PV Guidelines

Fit Tolerances

General Selection Table Shields and Seal Types
-Bearing Selection Guide (Found in Mind 
Works)

-Quality Bearing and Components 
Catalog B605

-www.3Dcontentcentral.com

- Mechanical Engineering Design 5th

Edition, Shigley and Mischke

-www.howstuff works.com

-www.skf.com

-www.dynaroll.com/bearing-selection

-If you are going to incorporate bearings 
into your solid modeling this website 
provides free SolidWorks Downloads of 
different bearings. They can be found 
under the CAD Data icon : 
http://www.tec.nsk.com/

Useful References

Please Reference Bearing Selection Manual While Referring to this Guide

Linear bearings are used primarily where something needs to be moved along a straight line with 
high accuracy. In other words, the object needs to only translate in one direction, and possibly 
move back to its starting position with high repeatability. The implications for robotic pick-and-place 
are obvious, as are uses for optical test fixturing and calibration. 


